
ANSWER KEY WITH DETAILED SOLUTION  

PRACTICE TEST – I – MONETARY POLICY TECHNIQUES 

Total Questions: 10   Each question carries 2 Marks 

Total marks: 20    Time: 10 Minutes 

 

1. D: All the three statements are correct. 

RBI’s stand of status-quo in the key policy rate (repo rate) - neutral monetary policy, 

that is neither cut nor hike in the repo rate. 

cut in the policy repo rate under the liquidity adjustment facility (LAF) MPC is 

consistent with an accommodative stance of monetary policy. It will cut the lending 

rate and may enhance investment (inverse relationship between investment and rate of 

interest – inject more liquidity into the system - boost economic activities). 

The hike in the key policy rate - repo rate is regarded as contractionary monetary 

policy – suck up excess liquidity from the system to control inflationary tendencies. 

Here, bank will increase the lending rate (market rate of interest) as RBI hiked the 

repo rate. 

 

2. D: Reverse repo rate is the rate offered by the central bank when the commercial 

banks parked their excess money with the central bank. That is, here, RBI borrows 

money from the commercial banks. It is the reverse of repo rate. Note that repo rate is 

always greater than reverse repo rate. 

3. A: 1st
 and 3

rd
 statements are wrong.  

An increase in the repo rate leads to an increase of market rate of interest and reduces 

liquidity. Here, Central Bank is following dear money policy/contractionary monetary 

policy. Repo rate hike           increase in the market rate of interest                  fall in 

the level of investment (inverse relationship between investment and rate of interest). 
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4. B: Bank rate is the rate of interest charged by the central banks while providing 

financial accommodation to commercial banks. It has direct impact on the long-term 

lending activities. Here, most suitable option is B. We know that the change in the 

repo rate affects liquidity. All options except B are wrong. As we know the lowering 

of bank rate may reduce market rate of interest – discourage depositors to deposit 

money with the banks. Rate of interest and the volume of depositors are directly 

correlated.  

5. D: Both statements are wrong. 

Correct statements are: Inflation - RBI sells govt. securities and mops up excess 

liquidity.                         

Deflation - RBI purchases govt. securities and injecting liquidity into the system.                    

6. D: both statements are wrong.  

Correct statements are: During the period of boom, RBI hikes CRR (economic 

growth (boom) is coupled with inflation) and during the period of crisis, RBI cuts 

CRR and revive the economic activities (crisis is coupled with deflation – measure is 

cut CRR to revive economic activities). 

7. A: Buying of government securities by RBI is a part of ‘quantitative easing 

policy’ or ‘soft money policy’ and adopted during crisis period.  

8. C: 2nd
 statement is wrong. Repo rate has direct impact on the day-to-day lending 

activities. Bank rate has direct impact on the long-term lending activities. 

9. C: 1st
 statement is wrong. % of total deposits of Commercial Banks Keep with the 

RBI is termed as CRR not SLR.  

SLR is the mandate for banks that they must keep with itself a stipulated proportion of 

their deposits in the form of liquid assets, namely; cash, gold and approved securities. 

A reduction in the required SLR will give banks more freedom to expand credit to the 

private sector or non-govt. sector as banks are not forced to invest in govt. securities. 

Cut in SLR          banks are required to invest less fund in the govt. securities. 
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10. D 

Quantitative or general credit control techniques 

The quantitative or general instruments of credit control are intended to influence the 

total volume of credit in circulation and the cost of credit. It includes:  Bank Rate or 

Discount Rate policy; Open Market Operations; Variable Reserve Ratio (CRR); 

Statutory Liquidity Ratio(SLR); Repo Rate; Reverse Repo Rate & Marginal Standing 

Facility (MSF)  

The qualitative or selective methods of credit control 

These are employed to regulate not the volume but the use and direction of credit. It 

includes: Variations in Margin Requirements; Regulation of consumer credit; Credit 

Rationing; Direct Action; Moral Suasion & Publicity.  
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